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Abstract. The development of many knowledge discovery methods (see [14], [7], [16]) provided us with good foundations to build
a kd-Query Answering System (kdQAS) for Distributed Knowledge Systems (DKS). By DKS we mean a number of autonomous
processing elements (called knowledge systems) that are interconnected by a computer network and that cooperate in their assigned
tasks. A knowledge-system we see as a relational database coupled
with a discovery layer which is simpli ed in this paper to a set of
rules.
Queries handled by kdQAS are more general than SQL. Also, the
queried objects are far more complex than tuples in a relational
database. To distinguish them from objects and queries in DBMS,
we introduce kd-objects and kd-queries respectively. In general, by
kd object we mean any set of tuples and rules. By kd query
we mean a predicate which queries kd-object in DKS and returns
another kd-object for an answer. Our kd-objects may not exist a
priori, thus querying them at one site of DKS may require generation, at run time, of new kd-objects either at the same site or
at other sites of DKS. So, querying has to major roles: generation
of new kd-objects and retrieval of the ones which were generated
before.
In relational databases, the result of a query is a relation that can be
queried further. This is typically referred to as a closure principle,
and it should be one of the most important design principles for
kdQAS. Our kd-queries satisfy such a closure principle.
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1 Introduction
In many research elds, such as military, medical, manufacturing, and educational, similar databases are kept at many sites. Each database stores information about local events and the information is expressed in attributes compatible among databases. When similar databases are designed, their events are

described in terms of the same attributes with some minor or major exceptions.
Values of the same attribute may have di erent generality among databases. The
procedures used to collect the data do not have to be the same among databases
which means their operational semantics can be di erent. Also, some attributes
might be missing in one database but they occur in many others. Missing attributes lead to problems. Medical doctor may query a database in his hospital
to nd all patients having certain symptoms, only to realize that one component
of that description is a result of a medical test which is missing in the database
schema and the same the query cannot be answered. The same query would work
on many other databases but the doctor is interested in identifying the patients
in his hospital. In this paper we develop a theory for intelligent answering these
"locally unreachable" queries.
The task of integrating independently built databases is complicated not
only by the di erences between the data contents but also by the di erences in
structure and semantics of the information they contain. The problem is exacerbated when one needs to provide access to such a system for the end-users.
For more than 10 years research has been devoted to the question of information retrieval from heterogonous distributed databases. This research has sought
to provide integrated access to such databases and has focused on distributed
databases, multidatabases, federated databases and their interoperability. The
main purpose of integrated access is to enable a number of heterogeneous distributed databases to be queried as if they were a single homogeneous database.
Common practice in integrating database systems involves manual integration
of each database schema into a global schema [1]. This approach does not work
when the number of database systems is large. Navathe and Donahoo [9] propose to allow the database designers to develop a metadata description of their
database schema. The collection of metadata descriptions can be automatically
processed by a schema builder to create a partially integrated global schema.
The heterogeneity problem can be eliminated (see [8]) by using an intermediate
model that controls the knowledge translation from a source database or knowledgebase. The intermediate model they developed is based on the concept of
abstract knowledge representation. It has two components: a modeling behavior which separates the knowledge from its implementation, and a performative
behavior which establishes context abstraction rules over the knowledge. In this
paper we propose to handle the heterogeneity problem among independently
built databases through the use of discovery layers.
First, we introduce the notion of a Distributed Information System (DIS)
which is the main vehicle for development of a Distributed Knowledge System
(DKS). Basically to transform DIS to DKS we need to add a discovery layer
to every site of DIS. Discovery layers are homogeneous and for simplicity reason
they are simpli ed in this paper to sets of rules. The content of discovery layers
may constantly change because by querying one site of DKS, its other sites can
be asked for help to answer the query. Rules in this paper are seen as operational
de nitions providing a commonly sharable information among independently
built information systems. So, the transfer of rules from one site of DKS to

another site does not cause much problems.
All distributed DBMSs support deduction of information. Our goal is to build
a knowledge discovery based Query Answering System (kdQAS) for each site
of DKS which satis es the closure principle (the response for a query can be
queried further). The access to kdQAS is through WWW.
Predicate logic is the vehicle chosen to represent knowledge in DKS and
queries in kdQAS. Many other representations are, of course, possible. We have
chosen predicate logic because of the need to manipulate queries and rules syntactically without changing their semantical meaning. This syntactical manipulation of queries will be handled by kdQAS. By designing an axiomatic system
which is sound and complete we are certain that queries we manipulate will not
change their semantical meaning. Clearly, this property is very much needed.
Without it, we may be looking for an answer to queries which are semantically
di erent from the queries asked by the user. Such a situation has to be avoided.

2 Distributed Information Systems
In this section, we introduce the notion of a Distributed Information System
(DIS) which is the main vehicle for development of a Distributed Knowledge
System (DKS). Basically to transform DIS to DKS we need to add a discovery
layer to every site of DIS. A discovery layer is simpli ed in our paper to the set
of rules. Its content may constantly change because by querying DKS we may
discover rules at one site and store them at other sites of DKS.
In this paper, we consider two types of queries called local and global (locally
unreachable). Global queries are queries which can be resolved only through the
interaction of sites (exchanging knowledge between them) in DKS. Local queries
are resolved entirely by a single site of DKS.
So, let us start with basic de nitions.
By an information system S we mean a sequence (X; A; V; h), where X is a
nite set of objects, A is a nite set of attributes, V is the set-theoretical union of
domains of attributes from A, and h is a classi cation function which describes
objects in terms of their attribute values (see [12], [13]). We assume that:
{ V = SfVa : a 2 Ag is nite,
{ Va \ Vb = ; for any a; b 2 A such that a 6= b,
{ h : X  A ! V [ 2V where h(x; a) 2 Va or h(x; a) = Va for any x 2 X and
a 2 A.
Attribute a is called incomplete in S if there is x 2 X such that h(x; a) = Va .
By In(X; a) we mean the set fx 2 X : h(x; a) = Va g. We will be referring to
this set when we give the de nition of kdQAS.
Let S1 = (X1 ; A1; V1 ; h1), S2 = (X2 ; A2; V2 ; h2) be information systems. We
say that S2 is a subsystem of S1 if X2  X1 , A2  A1, V2  V1 and h2  h1.

By h2  h1 we mean that either h2(x; a) = h1 (x; a) or [ h2 (x; a) 2 Va and
h1 (x; a) = Va ].
We use a table-representation of a classi cation function h which is naturally
identi ed with an information system S = (X; A; V; h). For simplicity reason,
instead of a set Va we place the blank symbol which is interpreted here as all
values in Va are possible. For example, let S = (X; A; V; h) is an information
system where X = fa1; a6; a8; a9; a10; a11; a12g, A = fC; D; E; F; Gg and V =
fe1 ; e2; e3 ; f1; f2 ; g1; g2; g3; c1; c2; d1; d2g. Additionally, we assume here that VE =
fe1 ; e2; e3 g, VF = ff1 ; f2 g, VG = fg1 ; g2; g3g, VC = fc1 ; c2g, and VD = fd1; d2g.
Then, the function h de ned by Table 1 is identi ed with information system S.
X2 F C D E G
a1 f 1 c1 d2 e2 g1
a6 f 2 d2 e3 g2
a8 f 1 c2
g1
a9 f 2 c1
g1
a10 f 2 c2 d2 e3 g1
a11 f 1 d1 e3 g2
a12 f 1 c1 d1 e3 g1

Table 1. Information System S
By a Distributed Information System [13] (DIS) we mean a pair DS =
(fSi gi2I ; L) where:
{ Si = (Xi ; Ai; Vi; hi) is an information system for any i 2 I,
{ L is a symmetric, binary relation on the set I,
{ I is a set of sites.
Systems Si1 ; Si2 (or sites i1; i2) are called neighbors in a distributed information system DS if (i1; i2) 2 L. The transitive closure of L in I is denoted by
L+ .
A distributed information system DS = (fSi gi2I ; L) is consistent if:
{ (8i)(8j)(8x 2 Xi \ Xj )(8a 2 Ai \ Aj )[(x; a) 2 Dom(hi ) \ Dom(hj ) !
hi (x; a) = hj (x; a)].
We assume here that any site of DIS can be queried either for objects or for
knowledge. Knowledge in this paper is simpli ed to a set of rules.
S Syntactically,
a query is built from values of attributes belonging to V = fVi : i 2 I g. A
query is called local for a site i, if it is built from values in Vi . Otherwise, it is
called global (locally unreachable) for i. Both, local and global queries will be

handled by kd-Query Answering System (kdQAS). In order to resolve a global
query at site i, a transfer of newly discovered knowledge at other sites of DIS
to a site i will be needed. This knowledge is stored in discovery layer of site i.
If a queried information system S in DIS is incomplete, then a new query has
to be invoked and answered rst. To be more precise, system S is queried rst
for certain consistent rules to be discovered locally at S and at its remote sites.
Next, this newly discovered set of consistent rules is treated as a new local query
which, when applied to the system S, transforms S to a more complete system.
In the nal step, this new system is queried by the original query. If this original query is global and it is submitted to site i, a transfer of newly discovered
knowledge from other sites of DIS to a site i is needed.
In relational databases the result of a query is a relation which can be queried
further. Clearly, our kdQAS should have a similar property. To achieve this, we
will extend DIS to a Distributed Knowledge System (DKS) where each site
is de ned as an information system coupled with a discovery layer simpli ed in
this paper to a set of rules. Before we proceed any further, let us give an example
of a kd-query.
For instance, SQL-type query
select  from Flights
where airline = "Delta"
and departure time = "morning"
and departure airport = "Charlotte"
and aircraft = "Boeing"
is global (locally unreachable) for a database
Flights(airline; departure time; arrival time; departure airport; arrival airport)
because of the attribute aircraft. In order to resolve it, a transfer of newly discovered de nitions of aircraft = "Boeing" from other sites of DIS to a site i
is needed. So, this query can be called a knowledge discovery query (kd-query).
We begin with a de nition of s(i)-terms and their standard interpretation Mi
in a distributed
S information system DS = (fSj gj2I ; L), where Sj = (Xj ; Aj ; Vj ; hj )
and Vj = fVja : a 2 Aj g, for any j 2 I.
By a set of s(i)-terms we mean a least set Ti such that:

{ 0; 1 2 Ti ,
{ (a; w) 2 Ti for any a 2 Ai and w 2 Via,
{  (a; w) 2 Ti for any a 2 Ai and w 2 Via ,
{ if t1; t2 2 Ti , then (t1 + t2 ); (t1  t2 ) 2 Ti.
We say that:

{
{
{
{

s(i)-term t is atomic if t 2 f(a; w);  (a; w); 0; 1g where a 2 Bi  Ai and
w 2 Via
Q w) : a 2 Bi  Ai and w 2 Viag
s(i)-term t is positive if it is of the form f(a;
Q
s(i)-term t is primitive if it is of the form ftj : tj is atomic
P g
s(i)-term is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if t = ftj : j 2 J g where
each tj is primitive.
Standard interpretation Mi of s(i)-terms in a distributed information system
DS = (fSj gj 2I ; L) is de ned as follows:
{ Mi (0) = ;, Mi (1) = Xi ,
{ Mi ((a; w)) = fx 2 Xi : w = hi(x; a)g for any w 2 Vi,
{ Mi ( (a; w)) = fx 2 Xi : (w 2 hi(x; a))g for any w 2 Vi,
{ if t1; t2 are s(i)-terms, then
Mi (t1 + t2 ) = Mi (t1 ) [ Mi (t2 ),
Mi (t1  t2) = Mi (t1 ) \ Mi (t2 ).

3 Distributed Knowledge Systems
In this section we introduce the notion of i-rules, kd-objects and, kd-queries. We
de ne a Distributed Knowledge System (DKS) and introduce the notion of its
consistency. We also provide a basic architecture of DKS. Finally, we describe
the process of querying kd-objects at site i of DKS.
The de nition of s(I)-terms is similar to the de nition of s(i)-terms with
only one di erence.
S Namely, the set Vi in the de nition of s(i)-terms is replaced
by the set V = fVj : j 2 I g. The meaning of s(I)-terms, which forms the
foundations for kdQAS, is clari ed after kd-objects and kd-queries are de ned.
It depends on the site of DKS it is interpreted in.
By (k; i)-rule in DS = (fSj gj 2I ; L), k; i 2 I, we mean a triple (c; t; s) such
that:
{ c 2 Vk Vi,
{ t; s are s(k)-terms in DNF and they both belong to T \ T ,
{ Mk (t)  Mk (c)  Mk(t + s).
By (i; i)-rule in DS = (fSj gj 2I ; L), i 2 I, we mean a triple (c; t; s) such that:
{ c 2 Via ,
{ t; s are s(i)-terms in DNF built from values of attributes belonging to Vi Via,
{ Mi (t)  Mi (c)  Mi(t + s).
For simplicity reason both (i; i)-rules and (k; i)-rules are called i-rules.
k

i

System DS = (f(Si ; Di ; kdQASi; Agenti )gi2I ; L), where (for any i 2 I):

{ Di is a discovery layer simpli ed to a consistent set of i-rules,
{ Si is an information system
{ kdQASi is a query answering system for a site i,
{ Agenti is a set of knowledge discovery based client/server protocols.

is called a Distributed Knowledge System (DKS).

If there is i 2 I such that Si is incomplete, then DKS is called incomplete
Distributed Knowledge System. Figure 1 shows its basic architecture (WWW
interface is added).
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Fig. 1. Distributed Knowledge System
By kd-object at site i of DS = (f(Si ; Di ; kdQASi; Agenti )gi2I ; L), we mean
any subsystem of (Si ; Di ) or saying another words any subsystem of Si coupled
with a consistent set of i-rules.
By kd-query at site i, i 2 I, we mean either any s(I)-term or any consistent
set of (i; i)-rules.
Now, we describe the process of querying a kd-object at site i of DKS. In
this paper we consider four options for a kd-query q:
{ q is a primitive s(i)-term,
{ q is an s(i)-term in DNF,
{ q is a primitive s(I)-term,

{ q is an s(I)-term in DNF.
Let us assume that qi is a primitive s(i)-term. First, kdQASi identi es all
incomplete attributes among attributes used in qi. Let us say that ai1; ai2; :::; aik
is the list of all these attributes. In the second step, kdQASi nds all certain rules
at Si = (Xi In(Xi ; aij ); Ai ; Vi; hi) describing attribute aij in terms of attributes
from Ai faij g. Let's denote these rules by Rij . This process is repeated for
every j 2 f1; 2; 3; :::; kg. In the third step, kdQASi applies the rules in Rij to nd
the value of aij for a maximal number of objects from (In(Xi ; aij ); Ai ; Vi; hi ).
These values are stored in a temporary matrix Mij , for every j 2 f1; 2; 3; :::;kg.
In the fourth step, all values stored in temporary matrices Mij are moved to
corresponding locations in a system Si = (Xi ; Ai ; Vi; hi) to replace some of its
null values. Let us denote the resulting information system by Si1 . At this point,
kdQASi goes back again to the rst step and the process continues to iterate until all newly generated temporary matrices are empty. Let us assume that after m
iterations, the process will stop and denote the resulting information system by
Sim . In the nal step, kdQASi nds all objects in Sim satisfying the description qi .
If qi is an s(i)-term in DNF, then the strategy described for primitive s(i)terms is repeated for every disjunct of qi.
Assume now that qi is a primitive s(I)-term which is global for Si . First,
kdQASi identi es all incomplete attributes in Ai among attributes used in qi .
Let us say that ai1; ai2; :::; aik is the list of all these attributes. In the second
step, kdQASi nds all certain rules at Si = (Xi In(Xi ; aij ); Ai; Vi ; hi) describing attribute aij in terms of attributes from Ai faij g. Let's denote these rules
by Rij . This process is repeated for every j 2 f1; 2; 3; :::; kg. In the third step,
kdQASi applies the rules in Rij to nd the value of aij for a maximal number
of objects from (In(Xi ; aij ); Ai ; Vi; hi). These values are stored in a temporary
matrix Mij , for every j 2 f1; 2; 3; :::;kg. In the fourth step, all values stored
in temporary matrices Mij are moved to corresponding locations in a system
Si = (Xi ; Ai ; Vi; hi ) to replace some of its null values. Let us denote the resulting information system by Si1 . At this point, kdQASi goes back again to the
rst step and the process continues to iterate until all newly generated temporary matrices are empty. Let us assume that after m iterations, the process will
stop and denote the resulting information system by Sim . Now, kdQASi identies all attributes used in qi which do not belong to Ai (we call them concepts for
the site i). Agenti sends request to other sites of DKS to nd rules describing
all these concepts in terms of attributes from Ai . These newly discovered rules
are used to approximate query qi by a new local query pi for Si . Also, these rules
are stored in the discovery layer Di which can be used (for new global queries)
by kdQASi before any help from Agenti is requested. In the nal step, kdQASi
nds all objects in Sim satisfying the description pi .
If qi is an s(I)-term in DNF, then the strategy described for primitive s(I)terms is repeated for every disjunct of qi.

4 Interpretation of Primitive kd-Queries
In this section we propose a class of i-based operational semantics for a kd-query
q, assuming that q is an s(I)-term. Next, for this class of operational semantics
we give a complete and sound set of axioms and rules.
Standard interpretation Mi , introduced in a previous section, shows how to
interpret i-queries in DIS. Now, we propose how to interpret non-local queries
(called global) bounded in this paper to the class of primitive s(I)-terms. We
call them primitive kd-queries.
Parentheses will be used, if necessary, in the obvious way. As will turn out
later, the order of a sumPor product is immaterial.
Q So, we will abbreviate nite
sums and products as ftj : j 2 J g and ftj : j 2 J g, respectively. Intentionally, s(I)-terms are names of certain features of parts being processed by
kdQAS, more complex than those expressed by constants.
Let Mi be a standard interpretation of s(i)-terms in DS = (fSj gj 2I ; L).

S

Let Ci = fVk : k 2 I figg Vi is a set of concepts for Si . By i-based operational semantics
S for s(I)-terms in DS = (f(Si ; Di)gi2I ; L), Si = (Xi; Ai; Vi; hi)
and Vi = fVia : a 2 Ai g, we mean the interpretation Mi;K such that:
i

{ Mi;K (0) = ;, Mi;K (1) = Xi
{ for any w 2 Vi ,
i

i

Mi;K (w) = Mi (w),
Mi;K ( w) = Xi Mi;K (w)
i

i

i

{ for any w 2 Ci,
Mi (w) = fx 2 Xi : (9t; s)((w; t; s) 2 Di ^ x 2 Mi (t))g
Mi ( w) = fx 2 Xi : (9t; s)((w; t; s) 2 Di ^ x 62 Mi (s))g
{ for any s(I)-terms t1; t2

Mi;K (t1 + t2 ) = Mi;K (t1 ) [ Mi;K (t2 ),
Mi;K (t1  t2) = Mi;K (t1 ) \ Mi;K (t2 ),
Mi;K ( (t1 + t2 )) = ( Mi;K (t1 )) \ ( Mi;K (t2)),
Mi;K ( (t1  t2)) = ( Mi;K (t1 )) [ ( Mi;K (t2 )),
Mi;K ( t) = Mi;K (t).
i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

{ for any s(I)-terms t1; t2

Mi;K (t1 = t2) = ( if Mi;K (t1 ) = Mi;K (t2 ) then T else F)
where T stands for True and F for False
i

i

i

From the point of view of Si the interpretation Mi;K represents a pessimistic
approach to query evaluation. It means that Mi;K (t) is interpreted as a set of
objects in Xi which have the property t for sure. We are not retrieving here
objects which might have property t.
Let us adopt the following set A of Axiom Schemata:
A1: Substitutions of the axioms of distributive lattices for s(I)-terms and the axioms
of equality
A2:  w  w = 0 for any constant w
A3:  w + w = 1 for any w 2 Vi
A4: for each w 2 Vi there is a subset w1 ; w2; :::; wn of Vi such that
 w = w1 + w2 + ::: + wn
A5: v1  v2 = 0
if v1 ; v2 2 Via for some a 2 Ai
A6: for any s(I)-term t,
 0 = 1,  1 = 0, 1 + t = 1, 1  t = t, 0  t = 0, 0 + t = t,  t = t
A7: for any
P w 2= Vi
w = ft : [w; t; s] 2 Di g
A8: for anyP
w 2= Vi
 w = ft : [ w; t; s] 2 Di g
A9:  (t1 + t2) = ( t1)  ( t2)
A10:  (t1  t2 ) = ( t1 ) + ( t2)
A11: Substitutions of the propositional calculus axioms
The rules of inference for our formal system are the following:
R1: from ( ) ) and we can deduce for any formulas ;
R2: from t1 = t2 we can deduce t(t1 ) = t(t2),
where t(t1 ) is a s(I)-term containing t1 as a subterm and t(t2 ) comes from t(t1 )
by replacing some of the occurrences of t1 with t2.
We write A ` (t1 = t2) if there exists a derivation from a set A of formulas
as premises to the formula (t1 = t2 ) as the conclusion.
We write A j= (t1 = t2 ) to denote the fact that A semantically implies
(t1 = t2 ), that is, for any i-standard interpretation Mi;K of s(I)-terms in DKS
we have Mi;K (t1 = t2 ) = T.
i

i

i

i

Theorem 1. (Completeness). For any s(I) terms t1; t2, if A j= (t1 = t2) then

A ` (t1 = t2 ).

The above completeness theorem gives us the set of axioms which is sound
and sucient to transform any global s(I)-term to its equivalent DNF. So, the
set of kd-queries does not have to be bounded to primitive terms.

5 Conclusion
This paper presents a methodology and theoretical foundations of a kd-Query
Answering System for DKS which is partially implemented at UNC-Charlotte
on a cluster of SPARC 20 workstations.
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